A New Grafting Method for Watermelon to Inhibit Rootstock Regrowth and Enhance Scion Growth
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Abstract: Grafting is an effective way to increase plant tolerance to biotic and abiotic stressors, it is widely used in watermelon production. However, grafting is labor intensive due to the additional time is required, such as the management of rootstock regrowth. This study used a new grafting tool to destroy (remove) the epidermis of pumpkin and bottle gourd rootstock cotyledon base during grafting, we called this a new grafting method. Compared with the traditional grafting (100%), the new grafting method had significantly lower rate of rootstock regrowth (2-23%), higher watermelon scion dry weight and leaf area. In addition, the time used for the new hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting method to destroy (remove) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base (4.2 s/plant, 4.2 s/plant) is significantly shorter than the time required to remove the rootstock regrowth manually in the traditional grafting (9.3 s/plant, 8.8 s/plant). Thus, this study developed a new grafting method for watermelon to inhibit rootstock regrowth and enhance scion growth, and this new method is cost-effective for grafted watermelon seedlings.
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1. Introduction

Grafting plants permits us to select and combine different rootstock and scion phenotypes, such as soilborne disease resistance and fruit yield traits, independently of genetic introgression [1,2]. Watermelon is an important horticultural crop and grafting is widely used in its production [3,4]. The main purpose of watermelon grafting is to solve fusarium wilt and root-knot nematode problems [5,6], to increase nutrient use efficiency [7], tolerance to salinity [8], cold and drought [9,10], and to increase fruit yield [11]. Zhao [11] reported that the productivity of grafted watermelon can be 13-25% higher than nongrafted plants.

Despite the above advantages of grafting in watermelon, the price of grafted seedlings is much higher than ungrafted ones, which undoubtedly limits the wide use of this technique [4]. Grafting is labor intensive due to the additional time is required, such as the management of rootstock regrowth [12]. Rootstock regrowth can result in graft failure, or a decrease in yield by competing with the scion for water and nutrients [4]. The two most common commercial watermelon grafting methods are the hole insertion and the one cotyledon techniques [13]. Rootstock regrowth is unavoidable for the above two grafting methods, since both grafting methods often leave bud meristem tissue at the base of the rootstock cotyledon, resulting in rootstock regrowth occurring after grafting, which is
a major problem inhibiting the use of grafted watermelon plants [4]. To solve this problem, new grafting method was developed, for example, there is no rootstock regrowth with splice grafting (both cotyledons removed from the rootstock) because meristem tissue lies below the axillary bud at the base of the cotyledon and is completely removed [4,14,15]. In addition, chemical compounds such as fatty alcohol was also used to control the rootstock regrowth [16,17].

However, splice grafting often results in a low graft survival rate and poor seedling quality [14,15]. In addition, labor is required for the chemical application, and damage to seedlings can occur [16,17]. Thus, other approach controlling rootstock regrowth should be investigated. This study developed a new grafting method, in which the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base was destroyed (removed) by a new tool during grafting, as a result, lower rootstock regrowth rate and enhanced scion growth was observed compared with traditional grafting, in addition, this method is labor saving.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Location and Design

The experiment was conducted in a plant growth room at the National Center of Vegetable Improvement in Huazhong Agricultural University, Central China (latitude, 30°27′N; longitude, 114°20′E; and altitude 22 m above sea level). The new grafting method was evaluated by comparing with traditional grafting method, with or without rootstock regrowth removal. There were 3 replicates in each treatment, 25 plants for each replicate.

2.2. Plant Material and Cultivation

Watermelon cv. Zaojia 8424 (Citrullus lanatus, Shanghai Wells Seed Co., Ltd) was used as the scion, interspecific pumpkin hybrid cv. Qingyanzhen No.1 (C. maxima × C. moschata, Qingdao Academy of Agricultural Sciences) and bottle gourd cv. Jingxinzhen No.1 (Lagenaria siceraria, Jingyan Yinong (Beijing) Seed Sci-Tech Co., Ltd) were used as the rootstocks. The scion and rootstock seeds were sown into 128 and 72-cell trays respectively, one seed in one cell, filled with seedling substrate (Shandong Shangdao Biotech Co., Ltd). During the cultivation, the day and night temperature was 28°C and 18°C, photosynthetic photon flux density was 170 μmol · m⁻² · s⁻¹, with 14/10 h photoperiod, day relative humidity was 65-85%.

2.3. Grafting

One cotyledon grafting was conducted at day 11 after rootstock and scion seeds were sown, while hole insertion grafting was conducted at day 11 after rootstock seeds sowing, and 7 days after scion seeds sowing. Grafting was done as described by Hassell et al. [13]. Immediately after grafting, the plants were placed in the healing chambers. The plants were maintained in complete darkness at day 1 and were maintained under low light (80 μmol · m⁻² · s⁻¹) from day 2 to day 7, the light intensity was kept normal (170 μmol · m⁻² · s⁻¹, 14/10 h photoperiod) from day 7. The day and night temperature were 28°C and 18°C during graft healing. The humidity was kept above 95% during the first 5 days, then decreased to 85% from day 6 to day 10. The plants were removed from the healing chamber at day 10 and were placed in the growth room, following common practice.

2.4. New Grafting Tool Development and Usage

The new grafting tool was developed by Huazhong Agricultural University, we already applied the patent (Application Number: 202110518435.5, China National Intellectual Property Administration). Briefly, one end is composed of conical file sticking with emery grain, which is convenient to destroy (remove) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base (Figure 1). The opposite end is grafting needle, the purpose is to make a hole in the hole insertion grafting method (Figure 1).
Figure 1. New grafting tool used in this study.

The usage of this new grafting tool was shown in Figures 2 and Supplementary Material Video SI. For hole insertion grafting, firstly remove the rootstock true leaf and growing point, then destroy (remove) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base using the emery grain end, then make a hole using the grafting needle end, finally insert the cut scion. For one cotyledon grafting, firstly remove the growing point and one cotyledon of rootstock, then destroy (remove) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base using the emery grain end, finally hold the rootstock and scion in place with a grafting clip (Figures 2).
2.5. **Grafted survival measurement**

The survival of the grafted plants was assessed at day 14 after grafting. The grafted plants were considered alive and survived if the scion leaves and the rootstock stems were turgid, whereas severely wilted scion leaves and stems of both the scion and the rootstock were considered as graft failure. Survival rate = (Survived number/total number of grafted plants) × 100%.

2.6. **Measurement of rootstock regrowth rate**

Rootstock regrowth rate was measured at day 14 after grafting. For this measurement, the rootstock regrowth was not removed. Rootstock regrowth rate = (rootstock regrowth number/total number of grafted plants) × 100%.

2.7. **Anatomical study of rootstock cotyledon base**

To observe the rootstock regrowth earlier, histological study of pumpkin rootstock cotyledon base in the traditional and new hole insertion grafting plants was conducted at 0 h, 12 h, 24 h and 36 h after grafting, using the paraffin section method. Paraffin section and staining were done as described by El-Gazzar et al. [18].

2.8. **Measurement of watermelon scion dry weight, leaf area of watermelon scion and rootstock regrowth**

Plants were sampled at day 14 after grafting. The fresh samples of watermelon scion were placed into a forced air oven at 105°C for 15 min, and then at 70°C for 3 days to determine their dry weights. Leaf area of watermelon scion and rootstock regrowth were measured using an area meter LI-3100C (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). Only the rootstock regrowth plants were investigated and calculated for the rootstock regrowth leaf area measurement.

2.9. **Working efficiency measurement**

The experiment was conducted by three skilled master students. The time used to destroy (removal) rootstock cotyledon epidermis in the new grafting method and the removal of rootstock regrowth 3 times in the traditional method was counted.

2.10. **Data analyses**

All data were analyzed by Student’s t-test using SPSS 25.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), the figures were made using GraphPad Prism 8.0 (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA). Significance between new grafting and traditional grafting method was set at p < 0.05*, p < 0.01** or p < 0.001***, respectively.
3. Results

3.1. New grafting method had no significant effect on the graft survival rate

There was no significant difference on the graft survival rate between new grafting method and traditional grafting method, for pumpkin and bottle gourd, and for hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting methods (Figure 3). The graft survival rate of plants grafted onto pumpkin was 84-98% (Figure 3a,b), while the value was 93-100% for the plants grafted onto bottle gourd rootstock (Figure 3c,d).

![Figure 3](https://example.com/Figure3.png)

**Figure 3.** Graft survival rate at day 14 after grafting (n=3). T1 and S1, new “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal; T2 and S2, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, with rootstock regrowth removal manually 3 times; T3 and S3, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal.

3.2. New grafting method largely decreased the rootstock regrowth rate

Compared with traditional grafting, few rootstock regrowth was seen in the plants using the new method (Figure 4). The rootstock regrowth rate was decreased from 100% to 8% in pumpkin hole insertion using new method as compared with traditional method, and the value was decreased from 100% to 2% in one cotyledon grafting (Figure 5a). For bottle gourd rootstock, the rootstock regrowth rate was decreased from 100% to 23% using hole insertion, and from 100% to 9% using one cotyledon grafting (Figure 5b). Anatomical observation of pumpkin rootstock cotyledon base also showed that new method inhibited the rootstock regrowth at earlier stage (24 and 36 h) after grafting (Figure 6). Among the few rootstock regrowth plants using the new method, the regrowth leaf area was significantly lower than the traditional grafting method, except for the hole insertion of bottle gourd rootstock (Figure 5c,d).
Figure 4. Watermelon growth pictures at day 14 after grafting. T1 and S1, new “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal; T2 and S2, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, with rootstock regrowth removal manually 3 times; T3 and S3, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal. Red arrow indicates rootstock regrowth.

Figure 5. Rootstock regrowth rate (a, b) and rootstock regrowth leaf area (c, d) at day 14 after grafting (n=3). The rootstock regrowth was not removed for the new and traditional grafting methods. For the measurement of rootstock regrowth leaf area, only the rootstock regrowth plants were investigated and calculated. *, ** and *** indicates significant difference at p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 level.
Figure 6. Anatomical observation of pumpkin rootstock cotyledon base in the traditional and new “hole insertion grafting” plants. Red arrow indicates rootstock regrowth.

3.3. New grafting method increased scion growth

Compared with pumpkin traditional grafting without rootstock regrowth removal, new grafting method significantly increased scion dry weight, increased by 78% and 75% for hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting, respectively (Figure 7a,b). Removal of pumpkin rootstock regrowth is beneficial for the scion dry weight using the traditional method (Figure 7a,b). For bottle gourd rootstock, new grafting method significantly increased scion dry weight, increased by 25% and 24% for hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting, respectively, as compared with traditional grafting with rootstock growth removal (Figure 7c,d).

Figure 7. Watermelon scion dry weight at day 14 after grafting (n=3). T1 and S1, new “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal; T2 and S2, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, with rootstock regrowth removal manually 3 times; T3 and S3, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal. *, ** and *** indicate significant difference at p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 level.
Compared with traditional grafting without rootstock regrowth removal, new grafting method significantly increased scion leaf area for both rootstock, increased by 49% and 67% for pumpkin hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting, respectively (Figure 8a,b), while the value was 26% and 25%, respectively for bottle gourd (Figure 8c,d). Removal of pumpkin rootstock regrowth is beneficial for the scion leaf area using the traditional method (Figure 7a,b).

Figure 8. Watermelon scion leaf area at day 14 after grafting (n=3). T1 and S1, new “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal; T2 and S2, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, with rootstock regrowth removal manually 3 times; T3 and S3, traditional “hole insertion grafting” and “one cotyledon grafting”, respectively, without rootstock regrowth removal. *, ** and *** indicate significant difference at p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 level.

3.4. New grafting method is labor saving

Compared with traditional grafting, new grafting method increase the time to destroy (remove) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon, but decrease the time used for the removal of rootstock regrowth (Figure 9). By calculation of the working efficiency, the time used for the new method is much shorter than the traditional method, for hole insertion grafting, 4.2 vs 9.3 s/plant; for one cotyledon grafting, 4.2 vs 8.8 s/plant. Considering very few rootstock growth appear using new grafting method (Figure 9), the amount of labour required to remove the rootstock regrowth is very small, thus, new grafting method is labor saving compared with traditional grafting method.
Figure 9. Time used to destroy (remove) pumpkin rootstock cotyledon epidermis for the new grafting method, and the time required to remove rootstock regrowth for the traditional grafting method (n=3). *** indicates significant difference at p < 0.001 level.

4. Discussion

4.1. New grafting is an effective method to save labor and enhance watermelon scion growth

Grafting of watermelon scions onto pumpkin or bottle gourd rootstocks is practiced in many of the major watermelon production regions of the world [2,4]. However, grafting needs additional labor, such as the removal of rootstock regrowth. Rootstock regrowth is a major concern for watermelon that are grafted with at least one intact rootstock cotyledon, as it is difficult to remove all the rootstock bud meristem tissue [4]. Many commercial rootstocks are vigorous and will quickly overtake the scion variety if allowed to grow, so scouting for and removal of rootstock regrowth is required. Previous studies [12,16] reported that splice grafting or fatty alcohol treatments can be used to eliminate the meristematic regrowth of rootstock, however, the seedling survival and quality cannot be guaranteed, in addition, the application of exogenous chemicals must be carefully done and more labor work is needed.

In this study, considering the regrowth rate of rootstock, scion growth and labor output, the new grafting has significant advantage compared with traditional grafting (Figures 5, 7-9). Compared with traditional hole insertion and one cotyledon grafting methods, the new method increases the procedure of destroying (removing) the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base, but largely decreases the procedure of removing the rootstock regrowth manually, which is often conducted three times during seedling stage. The increased scion growth using new grafting method, which could be attributed to the more photosynthate distributed to the scion, rather to the absent rootstock regrowth [12,14,15]. Compared with traditional grafting method, the new grafting can save about 4 s for each grafted seedling (Figure 9). Obviously, labor intensive grafting propagation can potentially benefit from the effective use of this grafting method to minimize labor inputs, thus reduce the overall cost of producing grafted watermelon seedlings and could help increase the adoption of grafted cucurbit plants in the world.

4.2. Possible mechanism of new grafting tool inhibiting rootstock regrowth

The rootstock regrowth is a type of axillary bud regeneration, however, the mechanism is unclear. The epidermal cell layer of plants has important functions in regulating plant growth and development [19]. Another factor regulating plant growth and morphogenesis is the hormone cytokinin (CK). Perturbations of CK metabolism and
signaling in the epidermis impact shoot development by affecting cell division and differentiation, consistent with the possibility that the epidermis is a source or sink of the hormone [19,20]. Numerous CK metabolism and signaling genes are expressed in the epidermis [21]. Previous study showed that cytokinin signaling precedes WUS expression in leaf axils and activates WUS expression de novo in the leaf axil to promote axillary meristem initiation [22]. In this study, removal of epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base resulted in a inhibited rootstock regrowth. Speculatively, the removal (destroy) of epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base leads to the deficiency of cytokinin synthesis or signaling, which in turn is incapable of inducing the WUS expression and thus the leaf axillary bud development. However, the possible mechanism needs to be proved in future.

5. Conclusions

This study developed a new grafting method, in which the epidermis of rootstock cotyledon base was destroyed (removed) by a new grafting tool. Using this new method, the rootstock regrowth rate was largely decreased, and watermelon scion growth was enhanced compared with traditional grafting (Figure 10). Taken together, this new method is labor saving and beneficial for the growth of grafted watermelon seedlings. It has great potential application prospect in practice of cucurbit grafting.

![Figure 10](image.jpg) A summary diagram for the new grafting method (b, d) compared with traditional grafting method (a, c).
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